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GADWALL AND NORTHERN SHOVELERS
ON INDUSTRIAL COOLING PONDS DURING LATE WINTER
AND EARLY SPRING IN CENTRAL UTAH

TIME-ACTIVITY BUDGETS OF DRAKE

G. Merrill Weill) and

J.

D. Brotherson"

—

Abstract
Time-activity budgets of drake Gadvvall and Northern Shoveler ducks were studied in the winter of
duck numbers peaked in mid-March. Gadwall numbers increased from late January to mid-March and then
declined, while Northern Shoveler numbers declined from late January to mid-February and then increased to
mid-March before declining. Behavior categories considered in the time-activity budgets were flying, preening,
swimming, courtship, feeding, and resting. Time allocated to these different acti\'ities varied for lioth duck species,
with feeding being the only behavior pattern wherein differences were significant. Gadwalls spent 58% of their time
feeding. Northern Shovelers only 26%. Possible reasons for these differences are suggested.
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The Gadwall {Anas strepera) and Northern
Shoveler (Anas clypeata), like other Holarctic
surface-feeding ducks, occupy a broad geographical range across much of North America
(Bellrose 1976). Survey data indicate that the
largest winter concentrations of Gadwall occur in the Mississippi Flyway, while the
largest concentrations of Northern Shoveler
occur equally distributed in the Pacific and
flyways

Mississippi

(Johnsgard

1975).

Shovelers preferring artificial impoundments
along drainage systems (Stewart 1962). Infor-

mation from Utah indicates that low numbers
of both species remain in the state throughout
the winter where there is open water (Hayet

1976).

al.

Behavioral studies of the two species have
included aspects of their biology including
flocking patterns (Bezzel 1959,

Poysa

1984),

(McKinney

Frith 1967,

and copulation

pair-forming

Duebbert 1966, johnsgard
and brooding activities (CJirard
1939, Gates 1962, Duebbert et al. 19(S6,
1970,

1965), nesting

Lokemoen
ships

et

al.

1984), interspecific relation-

(Eddleman

et

al.

1985,

Amat and

Soriguer 1984), feeding patterns (Hcpp 1985,
Nudds and Bowlby 1984), and i)ostbreeding
activities

Dubowy

(McKinney

Few

1985).
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Oring
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studies have involved

the daily behavioral patterns or activity bud'Department of Bioloev,
^Dep.irtmcnt of Botany

during

late

The study area
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(appro.ximately 86 ha)

is

on

the southeast corner of the large (771-ha) set-

pond

at

U.S. Steel's

Geneva

plant (Fig.

Because the pond is ice-free during winter
and access to the pond is restricted, timed
observations on selected birds could be accomplished free of public disturbance. The
pond depth averages 6 m and is enclosed by
earth-filled and slag-filled dikes to the north
and west. Water volume changes daily as water is pumped (253 million liters) from the
pond to the plant. In the plant the water is
used in cooling operations at the various steelmaking furnaces. Following use, the water is
1).

returned to the billion-liter reservoir for cooling, storage, and reuse. The average temperature of the return flow is 26 C>. .Ambient air
temperatures during the stud\' averaged 6 C.
Vegetation around the study site included
peachleaf willow (Salix (imyiiddloidcs), Russian oli\e {Elacapuis anii^ustifolid), narrowleaf cottonvvood {Populiis (in<i,iistifolia), saltcedar {Tamarix ramosissima). Pacific aster
(Aster chilensis), dogbane {Apocipiuni can-

nahintmi), showA
ciosa),

I'roxo IIikIi School. I'nni), rt.ihS»(i()2

.ind

January, February, and March.

Study Area

tling

Wintering information indicates that in inland
areas they are found on natural ponds and
marsh impoundments with the Northern

ward

gets of the two birds. This paper is concerned
with the daily behavior patterns of Gadwall
and Northern Shoveler drakes in central Utah
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milk\\(H>d (Asclcpias spe-

motherwort

[Lconurus

cardiaca).
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Map showing location

of Geneva Steel cooling

pond and observation area on sonth

rabbitbrush (Chrysothammis nausun^ower {Helianthus annuiis), this{Cirsium sp.), and yellow clover {Melilotus

rubber

seosus),
tle

Methods
Thirteen days, 28 January to 31 March

dike.

1984, were spent observing Gadwall and
Northern Shoveler drakes. Early morning
mists, caused by the warm water of the pond

coming

officinalis).

281

into contact with the

much colder am-

precluded observations prior

to

bient

air,

10:30

A.M. Therefore, observation periods

were selected from 30-minute blocks of time
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beginning at 10:30 A.M. and ending at 4:30
P.M. Observations were made with the aid of
7 X 35 binoculars and a spotting scope with a

zoom

One

lens.

to behavior; then the length of

time spent

in

each behavioral bout was recorded. A stopto time each bout.
Six behavior classes were considered: (1)
preening grooming, smoothing, or cleaning
the feathers with the beak, (2) swimming ac-

watch was used

—

(3)

—

moving

across the surface of the water,

—behavior

courtship

100-

individual (the focal animal)

was selected randomly by looking through a
transparent numbered grid and selecting the
drake closest to the number selected from the
random numbers table for that day. Each bird
was observed for 15 minutes and classilied as

tively

w
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consisting of conspic-

uous displays associated with actual pair formation or pair-bond maintenance, (4) restnot engaged in any of the other
ing
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behaviors, or a period of inactivity, (5) flight
searching for or inflying, and (6) foraging

—

200

gesting food. Before actual observations commenced, total numbers for all species oi

waterfowl on the 86-ha pond were recorded.
Behavioral patterns were statistically compared using the Mann-Whitney test (Weiss
and Hassett 1982).

Results and Discussion

The numbers of waterfowl on

the

150

o
Z)
Q

100-

DC
LU

pond

fluc-

tuated from a beginning total of 282 iiirds on
28 January to an ending total of 208 birds on 31

March. The greatest number of birds (428)
was observed on 10 March during the middle
of the spring migration. As the weather ameliorated and the season for migration moved
forward, the numbers of ducks using the pond
dwindled, especially dabbling ducks such as
the Mallard, Pintail, and Widgeon. Totals for
coots always exceeded 100 birds and were,
therefore, generally estimated.

Differences between the occurrence ol
Cadwalls and Shovelers during the sampling
period are shown in Figure 2. As shown, Ciadwall numbers remained fairly stable during
February, jumped in earl\ March, and tluMi
declined to very low levels by 31 March.
Shovelers, on the other hand, underwent a
major dip in numbers dining inid-l'\'bruar\
jumped to their highest levels in mid-March,
and then showed declines similar to the Gadwalls by 31 March. Other duck species began
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T.^BLE 1. The time-activit) huduets (ineaiis and standard deviations) for drake Gadwall and drake Slioveler
ducks in minutes per observation period (15-minute
units) on USX's Geneva Steel cooling pond.
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Shoveler. Fourth, drake body weight for the
Gadwall generally exceeds that of the North-
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G L 19.39, Notes on life history of the Shoveler.
North Amer. Wildl. Conf Trans. 4; .364-371.
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Havward. C L C CoriAM A M Woodbury, and H, H.
Frost 1976, Birds of Utah, Great Basin Nat,
,

ern Shoveler by nearly 30%, or about 295 g
(0.65 lbs) (Johnsgard 1975). Assuming that the

methe greater Gad-

two species show e(iuivalent
tabolize food (Miller 1984),

abilities to

body weight and higher activity level
relative to foraging would recjuire more energy for maintenance under the winter conditions observed during this study. Needing
wall

time for foraging, the Northern Shoveler
should allocate a greater percentage of its time
to other activities. This was observed in oinstudy; the Northern Shoveler spent nearly
37% of the time resting or preening while the
Gadwall spent an average of only 7% of the
time in such activities.
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